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BEOWULF*

Introduction

When did the English language begin? One possible answer would be in the
fifth century. It was at this time that certain Germanic tribes, speaking the language
from which Modern English is descended, came to the island presumably at the
request of the British king Vortigern to help him subdue his enernies: They_found--
the place to their liking, sent for their kinfolk back home, and like the proverbial
camel occupied most of the tent, pushing the earlier Celtic inhabitants back to the
west and north. By the end of the sixth century, Angles, Saxons, and lutes were well
established in their new home, and so was their language.

Central Europe, the area which was the home of the invaders, had not yet
accepted Christianity by the time .they left Schleswig-Holstein and Jutland. But

- Britain had become Christian during the periodof Roman rule, and the Church
was not inclined to give up its territory without L. struggle. Consequently Irish
missionaries moved into the north ai-id proceeded southward, St. Augustine, coming
from Rome, landed in Kent and moved northward. Thus the seventh century was
one of Christianization

Christianity had certain notable effects upon the language and culture of the
island. It established Latin as th,: language of the Church. In doing so, it made
England a part of the European intellectual community and rendered accessible, at
least to the English clergy, those works which were of primary significance irr
Medieval thought. The Latin alphabet was adopted as a device for writing the
English language. Because there were no English words for the Chtirch hierarchy,
the ritual, and the concepts of Christianity, Latin terms were often taken into English
to meet this need, although English words were often adapted to serve the *pose.

England developed rapidly under the new dispensation. Before had
produced some first-ram-churchmen of_its own, notably Bede and Aldhelm, and an
English cleric was serving as advisor to the court of Charlemagne. Moreover it had
retained and reworked much of the Germanic poetic story material which had crossed
the Channel with the early settlers and had produced another body of literature
based upon Christian tradition. This literature, like some of the work in other arts
during this period, was intricate in its design, workmanlike in its execution. It
reflected an artistically sophisticates'. culture.

The language easily lent itseif to deft stylistic. manipulation. Compounding,
in both noun and verb structures, made possible striking juxtaposition of word
elements. Departures from the word order of ordinary conversation, forced by the
.lemanls of alliteration and metrical form, contributed both suspension and inversion
as poetic devices. A heavy dependence upon inflections as signals of meaning and

relationship gives the reade, a sense of the crypt:c and the syntl etic as characteristic
qualities of Old English verse. Yet the drumbeat of the alliterative line is impressive
for its vigor. Small wonder that this poetry has for centuries stood as a challenge
to the translator and modernizer. ,

Adapted from The First Page of the "Beowulf" Manuscript. by Maurice L. Rider
and Galen S. Besco, 1961, comments and exercises prepared by the Committee on Histor-
ical Linguistics, National Council of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Cham-
paign, Illinois 61820. The facsimile of the first page of the Beowulf Manuscript is
reprodc.ced with the permigon of the British Museum.
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THE MANUSCRIPT

The poem Beowulf is the one major English literary work that has been.pre.

served to us from what was probably a much more extensive body of Germanic

heroic literature. On the next page is a reproduction, somewhat smaller than the
original, of the fitA page of the Beowulf manuscript. It is taken from the only 014

English manuscript of the poem that has come down-to us,-hut it is quite likely
char there were other copies that have disappeared. The story itself is much older

and was probably handed down by oral tradition for a period before it was set down

in writing. The manuscript itself is late, probably having been written by an English

monk about the year 1000. Nothing i. known of its history before it came into the
possession of Sir Robert Cotton (1571-1631). In 1731 it was damaged by a fire

which destroyed part of the Cottonian collection in Ashburnham House. In that

same year, along with/the other surviving Cotton manuscripts, it was removed to the
British Museum, where it is still identified as Cotton Vitc'lus A 15, the shelf number

it had in the Cotton` library.
Since the manuscript page leaves something to be desired as to legibility, a

transliteration has, been provided on page 4. Certain features of it merit attention.

If we begin with, the first linee manuscript, we notice that the initial H repre-

sents the modern small h and i F a at the character for w, known as the wen (taken
from the old runic alphabet), looks like a slender capital P. The r character, as we

find it at the end of the second word in the second line also has a conformation
different from its modern counterpart. The first character in the third line is the
thorn (1)),,also from the runic alphabet, one way of representing the th sound in

Old English The other was by means of the character eth (b), which appears in the
fourth word in the second line. Actually, it was a d crossed in the same manner that

we cross rs.
Printed editions of Beowulf retain the eth and thorn, but now all other letters

are usually represented by their modern equivalents. In lir.e 6 we can see the two

forms of the Old English sthe tall f-like character in the manuscript word egtode

and the short s in 014h.n. The elongated s persisted in English printing until after

the middle of the eighteenth century and may still be seen in the selection from Pope

which constitutes the final one in this series.
On page 4, the letters inclosed in brackets indicate editorial reconstructions of

the faulty text. Those at the end of lines 3, 4, 6, and 7 were probably destroyed by

fire or rough handling of the brittle manuscript after the fire. Age rather than abuse

may account for the indistinct letters in lines 14 and 18. Editors of Beowulf have
been able to guess at the probable nature of these missing or indistinct letters from

the context of the poem, just as we, in reading a battered book, are able to supply

missing or illegible words. The final M iii moitegion--(lirs_indicated-iri the
manuscript by a line over the preceding u. In like manner, we know that 11, with a

line through the upper part of the stem is a shorthand symbol for pm: or Pe. This

occurs in lines 9, 11, and 14.
Note how little capitalization and punctuation there are in the manuscript. The

initial H occupies the left-hand space of the first two lines, and the entire first line

is capitalizeddevices which a printer might use today. Only two other capitals
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appear on the page: in,the words Oft (line 4),_ and Swa (Pie 6). Both of these
mark the beginning of a sentence. Other sequences of words which we would con-
sider sentences do not begin with capitals, and such proper names as beowulf (line
16) and god (line 12) are not capitalized. The sole punctuation on this page
consists of eight periods, some but not all of them marking the ends of sentences.
As a consequence of this sparsity.of punctuation, it is the modern editor who
generally supplies the punctuation of an Old English poem according to present-

, day standards.

ong

HW/ET WE GARDE

na ingear dagum. beod cyninga

1-trym ge frunon hu0a winlintras elle[n)

fremedon. Oft scyld scefing scekhe[na)

5 breatum monegum mwgbummeodo setla

of teak cgsode eoni syeSoan wrest wear(b)

fca sceaft funden he 1?aes frofre gcbatd)

weox under wolcnum wcoro myndum bah.

oo rat him reghwylc Tara ymb sittendia

10 ofer hron rade hyran scolde gomba:i

gyldan Pal was god cyning. Orem eafera wins

ocher conned geong in geardum bone god

sende folce tofrofrc fyren6carfe on

goat Pe hie air dnigon aldor ilejase. lange

15 hwile him lxc lif frea wuldrcs wealdend

worold are forgeaf. beowult wins breme

blad wide sprang scyldes eafera scede

landum in. Swa steal [gcong glutha gode

ge wyrcean fromum feoh giftum. on finder

EXERCISE I

Substituting themodern alphabet for the manuscript characters makes it possible to
recognize certain Old-English words which have come down to us without changes in
spelling and/or meaning. Three such words arc we (line 1), oft (line 4), and under
(line 8). Make a list of other words which you think you recognize as modern words.
Include in your list those words which seem to suggest modern words even though
the spelling is no longer exactly the same, for example, kaet for that...

-
When you have Completed your word, list you will want-to-turn to page 5

and read the first page of Beowulf as it is usually printed in books today. The modern
editor of Beowulf is able to produce a copy of the poem that is far more readable
than the original manuscript. These are some of the changes he makes for the
modern reader: (1) Punctuation is added to clarify the meaning. (2) Each line
(or verse) of the poem-is printed as a single line on the page. (The manuscript,
as written down, looks like prose.) (3) All words are combined consistently. (The
Beowulf scribe sometimes ran two words together and at other times separated the
parts of a compound word.) (4) The long vowels are marked, to show their pro-
nunciation. (5) Less obvious corrections and alterations arc sometimes made. For
examyje, the word para, which appears in line 9 above, is dropped completely
Troin the text reprinted below. Scholars consider the wort ran addition which is
unnecessary for the-fhirthirT
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The first page of Beowulf appears below as it is printed in a modern
edition. Under each line of the poem is a literal translation of the Anglo-
Saxon. You will want to check your list of words against this translation.

HWIET,
What!

peodcyninga
offolkKings

WE GAR-DEna in geardagum,
we ofspearDanes in yore-days,

prym gefrunon,
prowess heard,

hii 8i xpelingas ellen fremedon!
how the princes deeds -of -valor wrought!

Oft Scyld Scefing sceapena pfeatum,
Oft Shield Son of Sheaf from enemies bands.

5 monegum miZgpum meodosetla ofteah,
frommany tribes meadbenches lore,

egsode eorl[as], syMan :crest wearo
-terrified earls. after first he-was

feasceaft fundei he pxs frofre gebad,
destitute found: he for -that solace received.

weox under wolcnum weoromyndum Oh,
grew under welkin, honors won.

oa pm him ;ighwylc ymbsittendra
of nearby peoplesuntil him everyone

10 ofer hronrade ;15,ran
over whaleroad obey

scolde,
had to

gomban_ gyldan; past wxs god cyning!
tribute pay; that was good king"

DEm eafera wxs after cenned
Tohim child WAS afterwards born,

geong in geardutn, pone God sende
young in courts. whom God sent

folce to frofre; fyrenoearfe ongeat,
to people for solace; dueneed perceived,

15 pc; hie Irr drugon aldor(le)ase
which they before suffered leader-less

lange hwile; him pxs Liffrea,
for a long while: him forthat [the) Life-lord,
wuldres Vgialdend woroldire forgeaf ;
of -glory Wielder. worldhonor gave;

Beowulf wxs breme Red wide sprang
Beowulf was renowned fame far spread

Scyldes eafera Sredelandum in.
Scyld's son!. Scandianlands in

20 Swa., steal (geong g).uma Ode gewyrcean,
So shall young man with good will accomplish.

fromum feohgiftum on fader . .

through splendid money -gifts in father's .

This is not the Beowulf who is the hero of the poem.
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. EXERCISE 2

1; -In the dictionary find the derivation of the bold-faced word in each of the
following sentences. Compate the Old English (Anglo-Saxon) ancestor of each word with
the form of that word which appears ,on the first page of Beowulf teproduced above.
What differences in meaning anu spelling do you find?

1. The storm will be over ere long. (See line 15)
2. He greeted folk rrom all nations. (line 14)
3. He escaped witbont_scathe4line4)_
4. -They sat together on the settle. (line 317
5: What shall we do tomorrow? Sfine 20)
6. His threat frightened no one. (line 4)
7. He may yet wax mighty on the gridiron. (line 8)
8, His fame spread far and wide. (line 18)
9. Keep tile dog in the back yard. (line 13,

10. I yield to no man. (line 11)

II. Look up the word inflection in the dictionary. Can you explain how inflection
accounts for differences in the spelling of modern English words such as child, children;
spring, sprang, sprung? How may inflection also. explain the differences between the
Old English words you find in tife dictionary and those same words which appear in
tiowulf?

III. Old English word order differs from that of modern English. To get satis-
factory sense out of the translation above, it is necessary to arrange the words as they
would appear. in modern English sentences. Occasionally it will be necessary to- -add,
prepositions and articles which do not appear in Old English. With the help of the
literal-translation above, write your own modern-English translation of the first twenty-
one lines of Beowulf. What difficulties do you have? Is it always possible to make sense
of the literal translation?

V. A poetic device common in Old English poetry is the kenningan expression in
whieli the simple name for a person (or an object) is replaced bysa combination of words
expressing some characteristics of that person. For example, wuldres Wealdend (wonder
Wielder) in line 17 is a ,kenning for God. Can you find other kennings in the first
twenty-one lines of Beowulf?

V. The Verse form of Beowulf has three major features. First, each full line is
composed of tv,,o half-lines. In modern printings of the poem the lines and half-lines are
clearly marked as in the text and translation above,5econd,-each-half-line contain-S. -tWo
stressed or accented syllables--These stressed syllables are not marked in the text bvt are
evident to anyone who can read Old English aloud. Third, the lines contain no end
rhyme, but the effect of sound correspondence is achieved through alliterationthe
recurrence of' the same letter at the beginning of two or more words in a line. Notice the
alliteration in these lines of Beowulfw in the first line; b in the second:

wuldres Wealdend, woroldare forgeaf,
Beowulf wl's breme blfed wide sprang

In many lines of Beowulf the vowels and diphthongs form the alliterative pattern. Any
vowel or diphthong may alliterate with any cutler vowel or diphthong: i, c, te, u, o, a,
co, ea, ie. Find the letter which suggests the alliterative pattern in the following lines,
4. 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
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THE PETERBOROUGH CHRONICLE*

Introduction

Alfred of England truly deserves to be called the Great. Important though his
military and naval victories were, they. alone do not account for his stature. He was
determined to raise the level of education and religion mitong his people, to improve
their government, and to give them a sense of nationhood. As one means of achieving
the last of these purpoYes, he encouraged the compilation of a single national
chronicle from what must have been a _host of i,ndividual local sources. The impulse
carried through for a century and a half after hi's death.

There are seven surviving manuscripts of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Most
of them do not continue the year by year account of national events beyond 1066,
the year of the Norman. Conquest. A few end even earlier. But Iht monks at the
Cathedral of Peterborough in Northamptonshire, perhaps a little more remote than
others from social and political upheaval, continued their work even through- the
black days of King Stephen's reign, down to the year 1.154. The later entries in
particular are tersely and tragically detailed. The Chionicle entry for the year 1140
has been chosen to illustrate the second stage' in the development of the English
language.

As a language .English has led a vigorous 'and adventurous life.-Scarcely had it
beeretransplanted from the Et11opean continent proper to its new island home when
it had to adapt itself to th/ concepts and material requirements of a new religion,
Christianity. Then a large section of the country was invaded and settled by speakers
of a related Germanic language, the Scandinavians. Next, the entire country came
under the domination of an alien people, speaking another language but insufficient
in numbers to impose it upon the populace. Nevertheless, Engiish was_affected-by
the newly imported language. the French of Normandy which existed alongside of
it for almost two*centuries. Later on there were to be other stirring events which
left their mark: -the caltural---ehanges_of the Renaissance, the r ligious upheavals of
the Reformation, the exportation of the language across the seven eas, to be spoken
by strange people in foreign environments.. Other languages un ent similar
experiences, but few of them on 'so vast a scale. Nevertheless, the eleventh and
twelfth centuries remain as periods of profound change in English.

Indeed, not all of the differences between the speech of King Alfred and that
of Chaucer are properly attributable to the ill-fated arrow which pierced the helmet
of king Harold at Hastings. Change was in the air, regardless of the battle's outcome.
French thought, customs, and language had begun to make theirimpact upon
England from . 1041 onwards. Moreover, the grammatical structure of English,

. influenced in some part by contact with Scandinavian in the north, and to an equal

To p. 3

-*Comments and exercises prepared by the Committee on Historical Linguistics,
National Council of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois
61820. Copyright 1967, National Cotpcil of Teachers of English. Facsimile of MS. laud
Misc. 626 f. 90v is reproduced 1: permissioa of the Department of Western Manuscripts,
Bodleian Library, Oxfoid,`England.
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or greater degree by native tendencies which had long been evident, was in the midst-
bf change. Inflectional patterns were simplified. Word order tended to become more
rigid. T he language came to depend more and more upon prepositions and auxiliary
verbs to signal grammatical relationships. The Chronicle entry for 1140 aptly

. portrays the language in this state of flux, especially when it is compared .with the
selection from Beowulf which precedes it and that from Chaucer which follows it.

The transcription which follows reproduces in modern type the manuscript on the
opposite pag without change except that abbreviations have been expanded and are in.
dicated briptlics.The-synahol 7 which was used at that time for the word and has been
left unchan4ed. The lines o/ the transcription correspond to those of the manuscript.

MCXL On is per wolde pe king,Stephne twcen Rodbert curl of glou
cestre kinges sune Henries, ac he pe.myhte for he wart it war.
per efter in pe lengten -bestrede pe sunne 7 te dtei abliton non tid

ba men eten. oat me lihtede candles to teten bi. 7 pat -ivas,
5 kalend April. wteron men suythe ofwundred. per efter fordfeorde Willelrn

trebiscop of Cantwarberi. 7 te king makede Teodbald rercebiscop pe was
abbot in.the bee. per after wrex suythe micel uuerre betuyx
laeling 7 Randolf earl of ca noht for pi bat..he ne iaf kim al
?Sat he cuthe axen him. alse he didealle ochre. oc wife be mare

10 he iaf heom. pewaerse hi wteron earl heold lincol agmnes
lie king. -7- benam him al tarhe,ahte to hauen. 7 teking for hider
7 besztte him 7 his brother 'Villehn de-ROfnare in 13e caste]. 7 to or]

suet ut 7 ferde efter Rodbert eorl 'of gloucester. 7 brohte him 'alder..
mid micel ferd. 7 bhtengsuythe on Candelmasse chei agenes

15 heore lauerd. 7 namen him for his men.him sutken 7 flugren. 7 iced
hincto Bristowe 7 diden par in prisun 7 feteres, In was al engleland
styred mar ban mr was. 7 al yuel VMS in lande. per efter cons pelcinges
dohter henries lx hefde emperice in alarnanie 7 nu wars cuntesse
in Angou. 7 com to lundene 7 te lundenissce foie hire wolde ttecen.

20 7 sere Reif forles bar micel. Per efterl)e,biscop of Wincestre
Ilene lae kinges brother Stephnes spat wid Rodbert eorl 7 wid pemperice
7 suor helm athas at he neure-rna, mid te king his brother wolde hal
dpn. 7 cursede alle tie men pe mid him heoldon. 7 swede heom at he uuol
de iiuen heom up Wincestre. 7 dide heom cumen rider. 13a hi Baer

25 inne warren. ha cr-3 Ise kinges cuen mid al hire strengthe. 7 best'
heom. Oat per wars inne micel hungir. 13a he ne Teng ne muhten
13olen 1n stall hi tit 7 flugen. 7 hi wurthen war wid uten 7
folecheden heom. 7 namen Rodbert eorl of gtoucestre. 7 ledden him Roue
cestre. 7 diden him bare in prisun. 7 te emperice fleh into an minstre.

3
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TRANSLATION

,thiXyear King Stephen wanted to seize Robert, Earl of Gloucester, the son
of King Heny, but he was not able to because he (Robert) was aware of it.

Afterward\ during Lent the sun and the daylight darkened about noon, when
men were eating, so that one had to light candles to eat by. Mid that was on the
twentieth of March,Men were greatly astonished.

Thereafter William, Archbishop of Canterbury, passed away, and the king made
Theobald archbiifiop, who had,been Abbot of Bec,

After that a w sreat war broke out between the king and Randolph, Earl of
Chester, not because Ile (the king) had not given hr 'Randolph) everything that
he might have asked of him, as he (the 'ring) had eto all the others. put as
always, the more he gave them, the worse they were toward him.

The earl held Lincoln against the king and took from him everything that he
should have had And the king went there and besieged him and his brother, William
de Roumare, in the castle. And the earl. stole out and went after (to get the help of)
Robert of Gloucester and brought him thither with a large army. And they fought
mightily on Candlemas clay against their lord and, captured him, because his men
betrayed him and fled. They led him to Bristol and put him in prison and in fetters.
Then all of England was more stirred up than ever,,before, and all -was evil in the
land. -

After that the daughter of King Henry, who had been empreslin Germany and
was now countess in Anjou, came to London, and the people of London wanted to
capture her. Andshe fled and lost much there.

Thereupon Henry, the Bishop of Winchester and brother of King Stephen,
spoke with Earl Robert and with the empress and swore oaths to them that he would
no longer support the king, his brother, and cursed all the men who remained with
him, and told them that he would give up Winchester to them (Robert and the
tmpress) and caused them to come thither. When they were inside, then came the
king's queen with all her force and besieged them so that there was great hunger
within. When they could endure no longer, then they stole out and fled. And those
outside were aware of this and followed them and captured Robert, Earl of Glou-
cester, and led him to Rochester and-put him in prison there. And the empress fled,
into a monastery.
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EXERCISES

I. Vocabulary

1. The verb tcecen occurs several-times-in-this selection. Consult the Oxford English
Dictionary to find out how and at what time it got into English. By looking at line
15 of the Chronicle selection, can you identify the verb it replaced?

2. What is the Modern English reflex or equivalent of the word auerre in line 7?
From what language did it come into English? What is the present form of the word
in that language? Can you suggest why it did not form the basis for our English term?
Does the presence of such pairs as warden and guardian, ward and guard, wimple and
guimpe, warrant and guarantee suggest anything about the form in which words from
a particular language may be borrowed? Is it in any way a reflection of the political
history of England?

3. From what language were the following words taken? Wien did they come into
English? Can you suggest why these particular words should have been borrowed?

castle 12 empress
prison 16 countess

18
18

4. Find out the relative dare of adoption into English of countess and count, empress
and emperor. In each instance, came into the language firsr, the masculine or
the feminine form? Can you give any reason for this?

5. Note the term fordfeorde, line 5. Literally, feoren meant to go' and turd (forth)
meant what it now does. How is this verbal compound translated? Look up the word
euphemism and explain why this might be construed as one. Do you know 'other
euphemisms for death and dying? Why is this an area of the vocabulary in which
they might be likeiy to develop?

II. Grammar

1. Find the noun plurals in lines 4, 16, and 22. What do you conchide to be the
plural inflection in this text? In the selection from Beowulf there are plurals" in as,
a, and -um. What appears to have happened to English noun plurals between the
time that Beowulf was written and ti.0.1-ear 1140?

2. Select all of the instances of the ocfinite article that you,can find in the firsr fifteen
lines. How many forms do you find for it? Had this same passage been written in
Old English, the following forms would have occurred: se a°, hone, hCem, hy.
What has happened to the article in early Middle English?

3. How do the instances of the definite article which you have collected vary with
respect to the initial consonant? Classify each .0f -these forms according to the conso-
nant that precedes them. Can you fotmulate, i rule which would account for the
Ocatrrences Gfje?

4. Do any of the adjectives in this selection appear to be inflected? Were they in the
Beowulf selection? What has happened during the time lapse between the two texts?

5. Collect a number of examples of plural verbs in the past tense. Lines 4, 5, 10, 14,
15, 16, and 25 will furnish you with example;. Is the ending even of the same verb
alWays spelled the same? Under the circumstances, how do you interpret the pronun-
ciation of the vowels in these endings?

6. What, in lines 16 and 29, appears to be the meaning or function of the verb do?
Doe;;ir have this function today? Look up the words don and doll. What is their
origin? What does dide mean in line 24?

7. What is the order of the verb and subject in the clauses in lines 1, 3, 5, and 7?
What is it in lines 10-13? Is there any difference in the way in which the clauses in

. the two groups begin? Construct a rule which will account for these differences.
Is there any vestige of the construction represented by the first group of classes left in
Modern English?

e

8. How might we say he kinges June Henries in. Modern English? Essentially, what is
the difference between our ordering of the elements in such a phrase and that of the
twelfth century? Are there other instances of the same construction elsewhere in this
text? Where?

9. Can we, in Modern English, use the verb say in the context in which it appears in
line 23? What verlwould we be most likely to use today? Is the difference between
our use and-that of the_twelfth_century a matter of meaning or one of structure?

III. Pronunciation and graphics

1. In how many ways is the word for earl spelled in this text? The -word for-that?
What does this suggest about the value of the sound which earlier had been indicated
by the character re?

2. The word oc in line 9 would have been written 'tic in Old English. Assuming that
the change in spelling does indicate a change in pronunciation, what might the newer
pronunciation have been?

3. What does the twelfth-century spelling of the word that in line 4 tell you about
the I/aides-of the-characters-6 and p? Note also the words suythe 5, 7, cuthe 9, athat
22. How does the sound of the consonaut combination in these words compare with
that of words wfitten with p and 6? What is happening to the spelling of, this
consonant? Do you notice any instances of d being substituted for the characters p
and 6? Name the words in which this occurs.

4. Note the words wax and utierre in line 7. What are the Modern English' reflexes
of these words? Examine the manuscript reproduction for the initial consonants of
these words, noting also the capital form of this letter in line 12. How is the name
which we give to this consonant roday illustrated by the spelling of the early Middle
English equivalent of our word .,ar? What is the value of u in yuel, 17?

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
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GEOFFREY CHAUCER, CANTERBURY TALES*

Introduction

One result of the 119tman Conquest was the disappearance of a dominant
literary-tradition in the-Fdglish language. When writing in the native vernacular
again began to spre'ad, each work revealed the regional origin of its author. Or, to
put it another way, each regional variety Of English was acceptable_for purposes of
literature. By the end of the fourteenth Century, however, the languigeOf London
and its environs begam-totake on specialprestige. In the London of this period
ftotiiiiffir the greatest literary figure before ShakespeareGeoffrey Chaucer (c.
1340-1400), who brought to literature such wit, versatility, ironic humor, and
dramatic sense ss had never been witnessed before in England. However, despite the
coAimanding position of Chaucer in the history of our literature, his formative in-
fluence on the language was less than has sometimes been represented. It is necessary,
in particular, to dismiss two seriais overstatements. Chaucer did not, as Chesterton
believed, determine that English rather than French was to be the native language
of England, nor was he singly responsible for the selection of the Southeast Midland
dialect 4 the prestige speech of England. The importance of the upper-class speech
of London and its surroundings was determined by political, social, and economic
factors much more powerful than the personal influence of one man, but it is quite
reasonable to assume that the popularity of Chaucer's writings encouraged the general
acceptance of this variety of English as the standard for literary usage. It was, indeed,
a fortunate coincidence that he who was to exhibit the most remarkable genius for
literary creation in an age of relative abundance was born in London, reared in the
households of the great, educated for the royal service, and mingled in positions of
trust among the powerful and the socially privileged of his age. From people of this
kind a large part of his audience was drawn.

To the student of language, then, the study of Chaucer supplies two valuable
assets: a rich account of newly emerging standard speech of the cultivated classes
of London, which was to become the possession of educated Englishmen generally,
ands -measure of how superbly well that language would serve as a vehicle of the
finest literary expression. -

To what extent did Chaucer modify tin inguage to serve his purposes? In
phonology, morphology, and syntax he was conservative, even to the point of ex-
pressing regret for the inevitable changes that time imposes on language. As to a
tendency to introduce new words from French and Latin no conclusive statement can
be made. It has often been pointed out that the first recorded occurrence of many
words is in Chaucer, but two facts should be remembered in this connection: a
considerable lag may intervene between the first oral use of,ya word, and its appear-
ance in permanent written form, and much written material from less celebrated

To p. 4

--g-Comments and exercises prepared by the Committee on Historical Linguistics,
---National council- of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois

61820. Copyright .1067, National Council of Teachers of English. Facsimile of manuscript
(Manchester FAC) of the Ellesmere Chaucer, Vol. 2, First Page, is reproduced by permis-
sion of The Huntington Library, S n Marino, California.
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Heere folwen the wordes of the ffrankeleyn to the Squier and the wordes of the

hoost to the ffrankeleyn

In feith Squier / chow hast thee wel yquit
And gentilly / 1 preise wel thy wit
Quod the ffrankeleyn / considerynge thy yowthe
So feelyngly thou spekest sire I allowethe
As to my doom / ther is noon that is heere
Of eloquence / that shal be thy peere
If that thou lyue / god yeue thee good chaunce
And in vertu / sende thee continuaunce
ffor of thy speche / I hatie greet deyntee
I haue a sone / and by the Trinitee

hadde leuere / than twenty pound worth lond
Though It right now / were fallen in myn hond
He were a man / of swich discrecioun
As that ye been / fy on possessiouu
But if a man / be vertuous withal
I haue my sone snybbed / and yet shal
ffor he 0 vertu / listneth nat entende
But for to pleye at dees / and to despende
And lese al that he hath / is his vsage
And he hath leuere / talken with a page
Than to comune / with any gentil wight
Where he myghte lerne gentillesse aright

Straw for youre gentillesse / quod oure hoost
What ffrankeleyn / pardee sire wel thou woost
That ech-of yow / moot tellen atte lese
A tale or two / or breken his biheste

That knowe I wel sire / quod the ffrankeleyn
I prey yow / haueth me nat in desdeyn
Though to this man / I speke" or two a word

Tel le on thy tale / with outen wordes mo
- Gladly sire hoost quod he / I wole obeft

Vn to youre wyl / now herkneth what I seye
I wol yow nat contrarian in no wyse
As fer/ as that my wyttes / wol suffyse
I prey to god / that'it may plesen yow
Thanne woot I wel / that it is good vnow

Explicit

1

5

10

15

20,

25

tt.

30

35

writers than Chaucer has perished. It is also 'arguable that an author both popular
and conservative is not likely to put too great a strain on she lexical tastes of his
publIc. On the other hand Chaucer's courtly readers were so familiar with French
that words from tha-. language in the English context of Zroilus, for example, would
have been less objectionable than a similar practice today. In the same way, to
readers of Boethiqand the Treatise on the Astrolabe a Latin term for technical or
learned use may have seemed altogether to be expetred. Although on this matter,
definite proof either way is not available, we can say that by 'Chaucer's time the
Anglo-Saxon word hoard had been enormously enriched

i

"by importations from
French and Latin and that the range of Chaucer's vocabularyis,a measure of that
enrichment.

The selection from the Canterbury Tales which is printed here is found in the
best manuscripts as a transitional passage., or "link," between the unfinished Squire's
Tale and Franklin's Tale. The passage was chosen partly because it is a dialogue
between two of the pilgrims of soniewhat different social status and thus gives us
not Willy a specimen of the colloquial, at ,least so faras-tit can be carried over into

verse, but also some evidence of a contrast iiil-peecir-nranners. The reproduction is
from the most famous of all the Chaucer manuscripts, the Ellesmere," named after
one of its former owners, the Eirl of Ellesmere. Acquired in 1917 bx the great'
American collector, Henry E. Huntington, it is now in the possession of the
Huntington Library in San Marino, California.

EXERCISES

I. Graphics

I. The Ellesmere MS was completed not later than 1410 by one of ifieprOfessional
lay Scribes who.hythis date had, largely superseded the monastic scribes of earlier
times. Its extraordinary beauty, only in part discernible in a blackand-white print,
consists not only in the rich illumination but in the character of the handwriting and
the care with which it is executed. Although the Ellesinere scribe was sparing in the
use of abbreviations, so common a feature of medieval writing, some do occur. Find
examples of contractions and suspensions and give their expanded forms.

2. In many manuscripts the thorn letter (J) had evolved into a form closely re
sembling the y, the latter being usually dotted to mark the distinction. From the
sample given here, what would appear to be the practice. of the Ellesmere scribe?

3. In medieval manuscript books as well as in early printed books i and j were
considered variations of the same letter, as were u and v. Is there any system here in
the distribution of these pairs? Does this scribe make any distinction between i and y
when he uses them as vowels? How is his practice different from ours?

4. How many different forms have the letters r and s? What is unique abour the
formation of the .apital I?

5. The letters i, m, n, and.rs were composed of minims, or short dowustrokes of the
pen, often without perceptible mark of the intended grouping. Notice comune in
line 21. Does the scribe, -give clear of the proper grouping of the minims?
Without the context could you be sure of the reading my in line 5?

6. In line 29a, a scribal error has been corrected in the manuscript. Identify an error
in line 17 which has not been corrected.

7. Can y../u deduce the scribe's rules for the use of capitals?

8. The conventions of word division vary from one period of the language, to another.
Find three instances in this passage which contrast with modem usage.



9. The symbol 5 which we use for "paragraph," has an ancient tradition in hand-
writing. For what purpose is it used here?

10. An interesting example Otinedievalpunctuation-is- the virgule, found here neat
the middle of the line. Does it indicate a caesural pause or syntactic divisionor both?

IL Phonology

If, by some miracle of time and space, Chaucer could hear a modern American read
his poetry, giving the written symbols their modern sound values, he would very
likely not recogniie a single line, for his vowel system has been-extensively nroclified,

t' and to some extent his consonant sy..tern also. In fact, we do not know with final and
absolute certainty how Chaucer's language actually sounded on his owntongue, but
we are reasonably sure we can come close enough to it that he would recognize his
own poetry, though to be sure, save for his courtly manners, he might smile a little

tr at our "foreign accent." The most remarkable-difference between his speech' and ours
. is the result of a system of changes, known as . the Great Vowel Shifr, which began to

. take effect not liter than the early fifteenth century and extended in some phases into
the seventeenth and even later, for poets of the eighteenth century were still riming
pairs like:hair and ear, away and tea, creature and traitor. This modification, which
ai'iered the quality of ail the long vowels (without 'making a,corresponding change in
their written symbols), was brought about very gradually in each affected sound by
increasing the elevation of the tongue, the change therefore being known in phonology
as "raising." The two -highest vowels, front and back, which could not be further
raised without becoming consonantal, were diphthongized. The following table of
corresrpondAnces will enable the beginning student to subiiitute approximate Chau-
ceriartvalues for modern sound values in words which had tong vowels.

ae,
ea
ea
ea
ee

igh
oe
00
00
00
ou, ow
u, ue

Modern Spelling and Sound Chaucerian Equivalents

a, asas in page, tale
bread
b-eak
speak, each
speech, feel, here

" suffice
might,'right
home, host
food
foot.
blood
now, pound
use, virtue

[el.

(a')
[ad
[o:, ou]
[u:1
[t;)
[Al
[au)
[iu]

as in page, tale
e, ee breed
e, ee breke
ei ee speke, ech

ee speche, feel, heere
y, i min, suffyse
-i(y)gh myghte, right
o, Go, oe hom, hoom, hoost
o. oo fpd, food
o, oo tot, foot
o, oo " blod, blood
ou, ow now, pound
u use, vertu

(a:)
(c:]

[c:1
[c:]
(ei) 4" r
Ii:)
[Ix)
[3:)
[o:)
(o:)
[o0
u:]

[iu)

The Sort vowels were less strikingly different, but it is important to remember that
short a as in haAlis' further ba4 than in modern usage, probably [a], and short o
was rounded, as in modern British pronunciation, never [a] as in the widespread
American pronunciation of-pot, rob, etc. Shalt u (sometimes spelled o, especially in
the presence of nasals) was a rounded back vowel as in put, never centered and
unrounded as in cut. Digraph vowel- spellings were likely to represent diphthongs,
especially ail ay; el/ aulaw, eta ew, iu/iw. The digraphs ou/ow represented a
diphthong or [u:]. The eu/ ew digraph represented a pronunciation like that of iu/iw,
that is (iu), as in newe, and sometimes [en) as in fewe. In the Early Modern period
the diphthongs fell together with the litilfrom French u.

For the reading of Chaucer's verse a special point is in order concerning the final
unstressed e, which in late Middle English might represent an Old English final vowel
or inflectional syllable, in which instance it is called '''organic." Or it might result
from analogy with organic e; it is then referred to as "inorganic e." These final vowels

18

e
were disappearing from the spoken language in the late fourteenth century but were
still well enough known to be used for metrical purposes. What was the probable
pronunciation of -e in lines 2, 6, 7, 16, 20, 21, 27? Compare gentillede in lines 22
and 23. From the rime at lines 3 and 4 what would you conclude about the survival

' of -e at the end of a line of 4rse? Is there any evidence that the past suffix ed and
the plural suffix es were syllabic?

The consonants were very much like those of Present English, but the following were
important differences:

1. A number of consonants, now silent, were sounded: g as in gnaw, k in
knyght, w as in writers, -gh- as in mighl.

2. The digraph ng was Ng) as in finger, not [ni as in singer, and this was also
the pronunciation in final position as in thyng.

3. r was trilled, and final s was usua'ly voiceless.

4. Initial h was silent in words of French origin as well as in some native words
occurring in weakly stressed positions (he, hem, her).

III. Grammar'
1. Chaucer's morphology and syntax were more like ours than like King Alfred's;
some Old English features persisted which have since disappeared. Which of these
do you find most noticeable? Can you find any forms of speech which- today ere
,considered sub-standard?

_2. The infinitive suffix in bI3 .English was an, which survived An Middle English as
-en; later as -e. What is Chaucer's usage? See lines 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, and 31.

3. Explain the form yquit in line 1, pound in line 11, myn in line 12.
4. Is the suffix in gentillesse the same as that in counted? Consult OED.

5. Why does the Host address the Franklin With Mot; and thy, while the Fianklia
addresses the Host with you and youre? How is this related to the difference in verb-,.
endings iii lines 28, 30, and 32?

6. From the use of thee in line 1 what inference would you make about the form
of the reflexive?

'. Compare and explain the second person singular veil's in lines 4 and 7. What
about the form yeue in line 7?

IV. Vocabulary

1. Examples of archaic or obsolete words are easy to find in this passage, but words
that vary only in form from their modern counterparts should be examined for their
interesting phonological background; for example, yeue (line 17), 'mow (line 36),
ate (line 25), lese (line 19).
2. List as many idiomatic phrases different from modern usage as you can find, such
as but if (line 15), hadde leuere (line 11).

3. Chaucer's English was heavily indebted to the French. From this passage can you
form some estimate of the frequence of occurrence of words borrowed from French?

4. Is the earliest recorded use of any of lie French words in this pa'ssage attributed to
Chaucer? Consult OED and MED.

5. What is the meaning of explicit at the end of the passage in the manuscript?
What does its etymology recall abmt the history of the book?
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WILLIAM CAXTON, PROLOGUE TO
THE B6KE OF-ENEYDOS4L490)*-

Introduction

William Caxto was important to the development of the English language in
two quite different ways As a translator and modernizer he made available to
English readers at the close of the fifteenth century a vast amount of material which
either had not hitherto been irt:the language or which was too archaic for easy
comprehension. He translated, edited, and printed no less than twenty-two folio-
volumes from French, Dutch, and Latin. Had it not been for him, Malory, might
well have remained in manuscript and Chaucer could have become a forgotten man,
for a period at least.

In putting these authors into readable form, Caxton faced a problem which
became a mu;:h sharper issue a century later, that of the archaic versus the foreign.
His concern with the question is reflected in the passage which is reproduced here.
ArthOugh the "fair and honest terms and words In French" excite his admiration
more than "the rude and broad English" of forttiectimes, he recognized that the suc-
cessful writer could afford to be neither "over-rude nor curious." Thus, keeping to,a
sound middle courie;:ke enriched his native tongue. The Oxford English Dictionar"i''
bears impressive testimony to the numberless words still current for which the
earliest citations are drawn from Caxton's works.

The development of a standard language was another of his concerns. Although
by the time of Chaucer the dialect of London had been established as the prestige
form, broadening its use among ordinary people remained a problem. As Caxton's
anecdote'about the farm woman shows us, they were still clinging to their regional

,.speech and did not easily comprehend the standard language. "What should a man
in these days now write?" he asks, and it is obvious that he had not arrived at a
wholly satisfactory answer.

Above all, Caxton was a printer. It is hard for us to realize how revolutionary
an innovation priding was, how completely it was destined to standardize the out-
ward form of the written language. As long as manuscripts were copied by hand,
every book was an individual production, reflecting something of the language habits
of the last scribe as well as of the:composer, to say nothing of the copyists in
between. Multiple production from a single setting of type resulted in the uni-
formity which is characteristic of written languages today.

This, too, posed a problem to Caxton. At the time that he set u his shop
at the sign of the Red Pale, the English language was in the midst of a series iiif
sweeping changes, particularly ih pronunciation. It was an inconve: ;ant time for

To p. 4

'Comments and exercises prepared by the Committee on Historical Linguistics,
National Council of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois
61820. Copyright 1967, National Council of Teachers of English. Facsimile of manuscript
of the Caxton preface is reptoduted from Curt F. Baler (ed.), William Caxton and His
Critics' (Syracuse, N. Y.: SyraTse University Press, 1959) by permission of the Syracuse
University Press.
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spelling to become fixed, and the result is the complicated orthography which creates
such problems for our language today. As-we shall see frank the speCimen which
follows, Caxton did his best. In many instances the spelling i,Tactices he adopted
were as reasonable as could be expected. just as his style improved with practice,
so did his manipulation of the conventions of the printed pAge. In his day, he
exerted an influence upon the language that was at once profound and varied. His
contribution to the development of English was not only major in extent but unique
in kind.

In the transcription which follows, punctuation and capitalization have been nor-
malized. A few difficult4eadings have been clarified in the footnotes.

After dyuerse werkes made, translated- and achieued, hauyag
noo werke in hande, I sittyng in my studye where as laye many
dyuerse paunflettis-and bookys, happened that to my hande
cam a lytyl booke in frenche, whiche late was translated oute

5 of latyn by some noble clerke of hate, whiche booke is
named Eneydos, made in latyn by that noble poete & grete clerke
Vyrgyle, whiche booke I sawe ouer and redde therin. How after
die generall destruccyon'Of the grete Troye, Eneas departed
berynge his olde fader anchises vpon his sholcrresIns lityl

10 son yolus on hishonde, his wyfe wyth moche other people
folowynge, and how he-shypped and departed wyth all thystorye
of his aduentureithat he had er he cam to the achiettement of
his conquest of ytalye as all a longe shall be shewed in this
present boke, In whiche booke I had -grete playsyr by cause

15 of the fayr and honest iermes & wordes in frenshe,'whyche I
neuer sawe to fore lyke, ne none so playsaunt ne so wel ordred,
whiche booke as me semed sholde be moche requysyte to.noble,
men to see as wel for the eloquence as the historyes. How wel
that many honderd yerys Passed was the sayd booke of eneydos

20 wyth other werkes made and lernickdayly in soolisl specyally
in ytalye & other places, whichetistorye the sayd Vyrgyle
made in metre. And whan I had aduysed me in this sayd boke,
I delybered and concluded to translate it in to englysshe.
And forthwyth toke a penne & ynke and wrote a leef or tweyne,

25 whyche I ouersawe agayn to correcte it. And wha I sawe the
fayr & straunge termes therin, I doubted thn.irkolde not
please some gentylmen whiche late b1;9"erme sayeng ytin my
translacyons I had ouer curyous term whiche coude not be
vnderstande of comyn peple;and desired me tee vse olde and

30 homely termes in my translacyons. And fayn wolde I satysfye
euery man, and so to doo toke an olde boke and redde therip,
and certaynly the englysshe was so rude and brot4 that I coude
not wele vnderstande it. And also my lorde abbot of West-
mynster ded do shewe to me late certayn cuydences wryton. in

35 olde englysshe for to reduce it in to our englysshe now usid.
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And certaynly it was wreton in ruche wise that it was more Tyke
to dutche than eiglysshe. I coude not reduce ne brynge it to be
voderstendem And certaynly our langage now ysed yaryeth ferre
frorii that whiche was vsed,and spoken ivhan I was borne. For we

40' englysshe tnen hen borne vnder the donlynacy`on of the ntone,whiche
is neuer stedfaste btit euer wauerynge, wexynge one season, and
waneth & dyscrea.4h another season. And that comyn englysshe
that is spoken ire, one shyre Varyithirom a pother. In so moche
that in my dayes happened that certain were in a

45 ship in tamyse3 for to haue sayled'Ouetthe-see into zelande,
and &tier,* of wynde theaaryed ate& forlond,,and wente to
laude for tnrefreshe them. And one of theym named sheffelde a
mercer cumin to an bows and axed for mete, and specially he and
after eggiii, and the goode wyf answerde that she coude speke no

50 frenshe. Aid the merchant was angry, for he also coude speke no
frenshe, but wolde hi-ue hadde egges, and she vnderstode hym not.
And thenne at Lute a nother sayd that he wolde haue eyren; theta
the good wyfsayd that she vndeistod hym wet, Loo whifsholde
a man in thyse dayes now wryte, egges or eyren. Certayrily it

55 is hadde to play5e euery man by cause-of dyuersitie & change
of langage. Forin these diyes awry. man that is in ony re-
putacyon in his colitre wyll vtter his comynycacyon and maters
in suche manners and termes that fewe men shall vnderstonde theym.

6 Thames

EXERCISES

ti

I. "Vocabulary

1. Look uprthe-foltnwitt.g---words M a -good _dictionary" (the OED, if it is available)
and find therheaning which'irreiresTici-iiiiit Caxton here intensis:

requysyte (17)
concluded- (23)
ouersave (25)
doubted - (26)

curYous
homely
euydences
mercer

(28)
(30)
(34)
(48).

2. How does Caxton write because? Was it originally one or two words? Find out
as much as you can about it history.

3. How could sonwonc sk for meat, "especially eggs"? Find out the pertinent facts
about the earlier history of meat which would explain this apparent contradiction.
Is the word tn44.ncir narrower or broader in its reference than formerly?

,51
a

4. One writer oh Caxton ill treating this- preface refers to the story of al.ondon
merchant "who asad a woman in Forland for eggs." Consult either Webster or the
Oxford English Dictionary for the treatment of the word foreland. W1 error does

,
the writer appear to.bave made? -

-5. Note the word delybered (23).' What would the modern form of I. be? What
'word in Latin 'does it come from? What form of the Latin word accounts for the

ending -fate? What form of the Latin verb would give rise to the word as it is
found in Cakton?

5

'2 2

Granimar

-1.--Note the-present plural of the verb be (40). What-is the corresponding form-in
Chaucer? In Sh.ikespeire?4'iih which does Caxton agree?

- 2. Answer the same questions with reference to the thipi person singular, present
tense inflection of verbs. See -lints 38, 42, 43.

3. What was Chaucer's equivalent for Caxton's their and them? What was Shakes-
peare's? With which does Caxton agree?

4. What is Caxton's form .of the past participle of understand (29, 38)? What is
the current form? Look up uralkestond in the Oxford English Dictionary and read
-the note on the forms of the verb which appears at the beginning of the treatment.

_ 5. Comment on CaZtonl-use of 'breed (13). If you were writing a sentence,with
shall be show-, would you use -ed or -n to complete the verb :form? Do all ,your

-.Classmates agree with yoctrithoice?
. ,

.

6. What is unusual about the construction of me sensed (17)? Look up the treatment
of metbinki in either the Oxford Dictionary or Webster.

7. The verb do was sometimes used as a causative. Find out what this term meaPsa
Assuming that there is such a use in line 34, give the modern equiyalent for del
do shewe.

8. What is unusual about the use of much (10) ? Think of such nouns as books,
:roes, salt, sugar. With which do you use much? What do you use with the others?
What seems to govern the distribution of the two words? Does the possibility of
using numbers with certain of the nouns have any bearing on the distribution?

9 What would you use today in place of tweyne (24)? In what part of speech
function is twain used in Modern English?

10. Find out what you can about the history of the plural forms o the noun egg.

III. Pronunciation

I. Note the way in which the plural noun ipilections are w -den. Whit letters other
thin e precede the s? What might this suggest about the pronunciation? Does every-
one today pronour,:e the plural inflection of fale with the same vowel?

2. Look up the word metathesis. Which word in lines 45.50 is an illustration of this?

3. What.pronunciation of hundred does the spelling in line 19 suggest? Is the
pronunciation current -lay?

4, How does Caxtoc spell the equivalent of MOdern English could? Of should
and would? Do you think that the spellings represent his pronunciation? Can you
see any reasons for the differences between could and the other two?

IV. Graphics

1. At, times Caxton places a' macron over a letter. Noid lines 5, 25. Are there any
other instances? What seems to be the significance or value of this mark?

2. What is the distribution of the letters u and v in this selection? What sout.d
values do :hey have? Does this expk'n why a Irt (double u) is actually a double v?

3. Note the abbreviation yt in tine .27. What word does it stand for? If the
represents a consonant sound, what would it be? In that case, how should ye, in
ye olde mill be prcinounced?

4. Note the spelling doubt (26). Is" the b pronounced? Look up the word in the
Oxford Dictionary for an explanation of this spelling. In 'what sense is Caxton's
spelling of adventure an example of the same tendency or development? In what
semse does the later history of the word differ?

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH



WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE,
THE SECOND QUARTO OF HAMLET*

Introduction

The language of Shakespeare is called Early Modern English. It may at first.
seem surprising that language over three hundred and 'fifty years old is called
"modern." It is indeed true that there are great differences 'between the language
of Shakespeare's day and that of today. But the fact that by his time the major changes
in pronunciation and grammar which distinguish Chaucer's Middle English from the
English of today had already taken place justifies us in the use of the term. The
biggest changes that have occurred since Shakespeare's time have been in vocabulary.
But there have also been alterations in other aspects of the language, as- the sample
presented here will show.

The Second Quito of Hamlet was published in 1604, IN years after Caxton
set up his press at the sign of the Red _Pale in Westminster. During that period the
most important revolution in communication, since the invention of the alphabet
had occurred. Books, which in Chaucer's day were rare.and expensive works of
handicraft, had now becOme common objects cheap enough for all but the poorest
to buy. For a penny one could buy a broadside ballad from an itinerant peddler Jike
Autolycus in The Winter's Tale. The ready availability of print made for literacy
among a much larger proportion of the populace, and schools grew up to teach
children of all classes how to read antLwrite. The effect of all this- was to give a
much greater importance to the written language. Also it exerted a powerful restraint
upon change, especially in the writing system. In fact, it is not too much to say that
we still use the spelling system of Caxton's English in spite of many changes of
details

By Shakespeare's time, the "usual! speach of the Court and that of London and
the shires lying about London" (to quote a critic of 1589) was considered standard,
at least for literature, and was on the way to becoming a national standard for all
educated, men. Shakespeare adopted it for all his characters except a few specifically
identified as comic rustics. Distinctions of class and social status were clearly marked
in language; note in the passage from Hamlet below that the "clown" (ignorant
rustic) speaks rather differently from the two gentlemen, Hamlet and Horatio. The
normative concept of a single "correct" form of English had not yet been widely.
adopted. But its beginnings can be seen: in Love's Labour's Lost, Shakespeare...
satirizes pedants in the person of the schoolmaster Holofern4 who insists that debt
be spelled with a b (it was date in Chaucer), and that the b be pronounced.

Shakespeare's plays were for the theatety not the library. They have been
preserved because enterprising publishers printed cheap editions (called quarto!

To ;I% 4

'Comments and exercises prepared by the Coriunittee on Historical Linguistics,
National Council of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois
61820. Copyright 1967, National Council of Teachers of English. Facsimile of manuscript
M3, recto, and verso of the Hamlet Quarto of 1604 is reproduced by permission- of the
Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D. C. 20003.
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Prince of-Pentnarke.
How. I my Lord,andofCalues-skinny to.

Haw. They are Sheep; and Calues which keke-outalTtuance in

that, I wit fpeak to this fellow. Whole graue's this fins? --
Clow. Mine fir, or a p 1 of clay for to be made.

Ham. I thinke itbe :hone indtede;for thou Iyea in%

Ch. You lie out ant fir,and therefore us not yours s For my paw I

doe' ot lie in't, yet it is mine.

Ham.' Thou dooil lie in't to be in't & fay itis thine, tis for the dead,

not forthe qu;cke, therefore thou !yen.

Clow. Tts a quic Ice lye fir, twill away spinehoin me te you.

Ham. What man dooll thou, dmne it for ?

Om: For no man fir.
Ham.' What woman then?

Clow. For noneneither.
Ham. Who is to be buried in't ?

Clow. One that was a woman fir, but rell her foule flee's dead.

Ham. How abfolute the knaue is, we mull (puke by the card,oc

equiuocation will vndoo vs. By the Lord Horatio, this three yeeres

tooke note of it, the age is growne fopicked, that the toe ofthe

"7-11,1Cri'm coma fo neere the heele of the Courtier hegails his kybe. How

long hall thou been Grate-make:
Clam Ofthe days rthyere I came toolthat day that our laa king

4
liesterouereame Farterthrap.

Ham, How longis that ince ?

>Clow. C.anno: you tell that ? nay fool; can tell that, it was that

rely day that young Hamlet was borne : hcolthat is wad and lot into

Ets,ghnsti,
Hata.' I marry, why washe fent into Eosiesd

Clow. Why becaufe a was mad a Chill recover hiswits then, or if

a doo not,tis no great matter there.

Bow. Why?
Twill notbe (eerie in him there, there the men

Haw. Howcame he mad?

Cm& Very firangely they Lay,

Haw. How fIrangely ?

Clow.. F_ayth eencwith loofi\r his wits. ,
.

Haw. Vpon what ground ? ,---reostass

Clow. Why hem in Deumarker Ihave boas Slues* 4rm..risas

104boYtkinYYtac&

'0*
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The Tramhe of Hamlet
Mat. How long will a matt i'th earth ere he rot ?
Ciao. Fayth if a be not rottanbefore a die, as we have many poc-

Isle corks, that win Rues hold the laying in, a will LW you tom eight.
ycere, dr nine Yale. A:Finn-et will fall you nine yeerc.

Haw: Whyhe mote then another I
Cie* lireyftrhishidi iifiktind with his trade, that a will keepe

out wet& a great while_; & yourwater is afore decayer ofyciiir whoc.
fon dead body; hetesafcullnow kith !yen you h earth n: yeercs.

Kafir. What wasit
Clow. :A wheefon Mad fellowes whok do you think it was I
Hoot Nay I know not.
Clow. petlilelice on him fora madde rogue; a pourd a flagon of

_Rena on my head once; thii fame skull fir, was !kr:ricks:skull, the
Kings Mkt ,

H- an. This ?=
Chao. Een that.

Alas poore Thine, -1 knew him Flute., a fellow of infinite
ofmoft excellent (ankle, hcl path bore me on his backe a thou.

find tinics,and now how abhorred in my imagination it is: my gorge
tires at it. Heere hungthoflyppcs that I haue'kitil know not :'owe
oft, where be your gibes now ?yourgansboles, your fotigs, your fla.
fhesofnierrimenttt hat.were wont to fit Ike tabk on a roam, not one
now to mocke your owne grinning, quite choPfaine . Now get you
tansy Ladies table, & tell her, Wiser paint an inch chicle, to this fa.;
*our the mutt come, make her lanzh at that.
Prethee Noratiitellme wet hing;

Hem. What's chattily Lord?
a Ear. Doo 'host thiake 4/exenderlookt a this faadon eth earth?

How. Ens fo. .

HOW And tmelc fia pah.
Hire. Een fo my Loid.
How.- To.lbstbafevfes wee.rnaY returneAr4litq Why may not

trace the noble dull of .4kzeNderiull afnd ii (pipping

_were to confider too curiously to confider kt.
Nofaith, not a iot, hut to follow him thether with modefly

Oita Itiellikelybood to lea& ir.r .,./exosiderelyecI, alraviier was .
7rocturieth to dill; the dna is earth , of catch vvre

sow etivi1 of that Lome whereto be was conuetted, might
they----........I..............------

- -

because of their size), and a pair of his actor comrades got out a memorial volume
(the First Folio) after'his death. The plays liave, been read as well as acted constantly
ever 'since. Usually the language 'Or-everyday conversation goes its own way with
little influence from the written language. But works so widely and universally read
as Shakespeare and the ,King James Bible (published in 1611) may help preserve
linguistic features that otherwise might change. Written documents can have little
;influence on pronunciation, however. A passage in Shakespeare's English pronounced
as it was in his day is intelligible to modern speakers of English, but it sounds
strange--especially so to speakers of standard British ,EngliSh., TO Americans and
Irishmen, whose versions of English have been more conservative, it sounds more
familiar. In any case, the overall rhythm of Elizabethan English is little different
from that of today, so that Shakespeare and the Bible can be read- in modern _

pronunciation without spoiling their fine verse and prose rhythms.

EXERCISES

I. Vocabulary

1. Find out from the Oxford English Dictionary or from a good edition of Shake-
speare the meanings If the following words as they are used in this passage:
(references are to page and line of the facsimile)

II.

quicke 1/9
equiuocation 1/18
picked 1/19
kybe 1/20
pockie 2/2f

COMM
chopfalde
fauour
curiously

2/3
2/23
2/24f
2/35

2. Do you know any present-day fixed phrases or idioms in which the Shakespearean
meanings of quicke and farceur are preserved?

3. With the aid of a good dictionary, explain the meaning of the following idiomatic
phrases:

,eaks by the card
marry

will scarce hold the lating in
my gorge rises at it
were wont to set the table on a roare

1/17
1/28
2/3
2/19f
2/22

4. Explain the pin at 1/37. Is it still a good pun in present-day Ebglishl

Grammar

1. What is unusual about the following verb forms, in comparison with present-day
English?

lyest
tooke
lust
lyen
bore

1/5 kilt
1/19 lopkt -,---7778-----t ---
1721 Doost 2/28
2/8 smelt 2/30
2/18 returneth 2/38

2. What is the word order of questions in lines IA11, 1/24, 1/33, 2/9, 2/10, 2/28?
How many of these would be grammatical in present-day English?

3. Collect examples of will. Are there any of shall? How many of the will's indicate
future time? What is the meaning Of will in 2/3, 2/4, 2/6? Of sell in 1/3?

4



4. Fill in the second person pronouns in the following chart.

PERSON SPOKEN TO .-..>
SPEAKER

.,I,

Clown Hamlet Horatio Yoricke

Hamlet
Clown .

Horatio

Can you make a rule explaining he choice between thou and you forms?

5. What use of the verb is illustrated by the following?

be 1/5 be 2/2
rot 2/1 die 2/2

be 2/21

--6. What is he construction of you at 2/3, 2/4? at 2/23? Is either of, these standard
present-day usage?

7. Comment on the grammar of the following:

this three yeeres
thirty yeeres
eyghtyeere

1/18
1/last
2/31

nine yeere. 2/4 (twice)
23. yeeres 2/8

Triher-eany difference observable between Hamlet's usage (1/18) and the Clown's?
How does the usage illustrated here compare with present-day usage?

8. Comment on the grammar of the following verb phrases:

twill away agaipe 1/10 were wont to set 2/22
is to be buried 1/15 let her paint 2/24
is growne 1/19

9. Collect. examples of relative clauses. What relative pronouns are used? How does
the pronoun usage compare with today's? Whatis unusual' about line 2/8? Under
what circumstances can the relative pronot.n be omitted in standard present-day
English?

III. Pronunciation
1. Note the three spellings of the pronoun he: a, he, hee. What is revealed about
pronunciation? How does Hamlets practice differ from that of the Clown? Compare
also the spellings for me, we, and she.
2. What is revealed about pronunciation by the following?

in't 1/5 etc. tis 1/6 twill 1/10
out ont 1/6 . it is 1/7,1/8 Twere 2/35

Find other examples of contraction that indicate pronunciatit;ns and compare them
with present-day usage.

3. Does there seem to be any significance for pronunciation in the following con-
trastive spellings?

pourd 2/12 abhorred 2/19
looks Z/28 picked 1/19

What is the present-day situation with regard to the pronunciation of aged, learned,
peaked?

4. What might.the following spellings reveal about the pronunciation of Shake-
speare's day?

doost , 1/8, 2/28 Prethee 2/26 thether 2/36
gamboles 2/21 (e 1/36, 2/29, 31

526

IV. Graphics
1. Find as many instances as you can of words spelled in more than one way in this
passage (example: Jpeak 1/3 : Jpeake 1/17). What comment can you make about
the standardization of spelling in Shakespeare's time?
2. Contrast the functions of final e in these two groups of words:

Jeeke
thinke
aga' e
he&
lade

1/2
1/5
i/10
1/20
2/37

make
thine
nine
bunghole
made
ouercame
come

2/25
1/5'
2/4
2/34
1/4
1/2i
2/25

Which set is nearer to present-day spelling practice? Can you account for the change?...
3. Using,theAllowing forms, make a rule for the use of u and v.---- --

,
Calues 1/2 '''-viidoo--- 1/18'--..:
graue's 1/3 very 1/26
thou 1/5 vs /18
quicke 1/9 vies 2/32
equiuocation 1/18
mutt 1/17

Test your rule on all other instances of these two letters in the passage.

4. What is unusual about the w in wee 2/38? Whit does it suggest about the origin,
of the letter w? How do you explain its name?

5. Makc a rule for the use of the two varieties of I on the basis of the following forms
and test it on all other instances of these two characters in the passage.

t
lecke 1/2 fain 2/8
Jirra 1/3 bale 2/32
Jpeak 1/3 graue's 1/3
whole 1/3 tis 1/6 -

abfOlute 1717 skull 2/13
Thee's 1/16 1.r yours 1/6
pelant 1/20 lyppes 2/20

6. How many instances of the letter j are there-in the passage? What letter commonly
is used where we could use j? See the Oxford Dictionary for the origin of this letter.
7. Find all the instances of possessive nouns (example: fellowes 2/10) in the
passage. How many of them use the apostrophe How is the apostrophe used? What
is present-day practice with possessites? Is it consistently observed today?
8. Take all the words in Hamlet's long speech in the middle of the second page add
make two lists, the first containing those words with acceptable modern spellings and
the second containing the rest. On the basis of these lists write a succinct paragraph
describing theilifferences between Shakespeare's spelling and ours.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
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ALEXANDER,POPE, EPISTLE TO BATHURST*

Introduction

It was a widespread feeling among educated men in the eighteenth century that
the English language waslin need of a thorough overhauling and that some authority,
should be set up to bring its hitherto unrestrained development under control. In
1712, Pope's contemporary, Jonathan Swift, addressed to his friend the Earl of
Oxford, one of the principal ,ministers of the Tory governinent, A Proposal for
Correcting, Improving, and Ascertaining the English Tongue, Li which he suggested
the establishment of an academy to "fix on rules" for bringing the ianguage into
order., Forty years later the F.,r1 of Chesterfield, in an essay heralding the imminent
publication of Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, wrote:

It must be owned that our language is at present in_a state of anarchy;
and hitherto, perhaps, it may not have been the worse for it. During our free
and open trade, many words and expressions have been imported, adopted,
and naturalized, from other languages, which have greatly enriched our own.
Let it still preserve what real strength and beauty it may have borrowed from
others, but let it not, like the Tarpeian maid, be overwhelmed and crushed by
unnecessary foreign ornaments. The time for discrimination seems to be now-
come. Toleration, adoption and naturalization,. have run their lengths. Good
order and authority are now necessary.1

4
Chesterfield's solution was to appoint Johnson a dictator, and he promised to sur-
render :all [his) rights and privilege's in the English Language . . . to the said
Mr. Johnson, during the term of his dictatorship." -

One reason for this concern about changeusually equated with degeneration-
-in English was the fact that a body of English literature extending over nearly four
centuries was readily available-to readers, who, lacking historical dictionaries and
glossaries as well as college courses in English, found the older language difficult,
even sometimes unintelligible. They feared that the passage of time would render
their own contemporaries equally difficult for readers of the ftitnre,As Pope put it
(Essay on,Ctr:..itifism, 482-3) :

---,Our sons Their fathers' failing language See,
And such as Chaucer is, shall Dryden be.

.No academy was, formed, and Johnson was never formallf dictator,

To p.

*Comments and exercises prepared by the Committee on Historical Linguistics,
National Council of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois
61820. Copyright 1.967, National Council of Teachers of English. Facsimile of manuscript
HM 6008 [137538) Pope, [Alexander] Of the Use of Riches, An Epistle . London,
1732, pp. 17-20, is reproduced by permission of The Huntington Library, San Marino,
California.

1From The World, 28 November 1754, quoted in English Examined: Two centuries
of comment on the mother-tongue, compiled and introduced by Susie I. Tutker. (Cambridge
University Press, 1961), pp. 90-91.
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A few grey hairi his rev'rend temples crown'4,

-'-nivasvery want that fold -them for two pOund.

What ev'n deny'd a cordial at his end,-
Dolor, and expell'd the friend?

What-hilt a -want, which you'perhapythink mad,

Yet- numbers feetxthe want of-what he -had.

Cutler and Brutus, dying hoth exclaim,
.

Virtue ! and Wealth ! 1;liatare..7 but a Name ?"

-Say; for fuch worth are other worlds preparl?

.Or are they both, in this, their 9wn reward?---
that knotty point; my Lord, lhall I difaik
Or tell-a Tale? A Tale it follows thus.

Where * London's Column pointing at the skies-

-Like a tall .a Bully, lifts the :head, and ly-es:

There dwelt a Citizen- of ibber fame,

A plain good- man, and Balaam -was: his name.

Religious, pundual, frugal, -and fo forth

His word would _pals for more than he wasJ-worth.

One folid difh- his week -day meal affords,
An added-pudding folemniz'd the Loid's.

The Monument:built iq Memory of the Fire of London, with an Infcription

. importing that City to have been burn 'd by the Papifts.

ti
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Conftant at (lurch, and Change; his gains were fure,.

Hisli;ing,s rare, fave farthings to the poor.
-The Dev'l was piqu'd, fuch faintfhip to behold,

And Ion& td.teinpt him like good Jib of old:
But Satan now is wifer than of yore,

And tempts by- making rich, not making poor.

Rouz'd by-the Prince of Air, the whirlwinds fweep

The (urge, and phinge his Father in the deep ;
Then full again Cornilh lands -they roar,
And two irell hip-wrecki-blefs the lucky, Chore..

=Sir Balaam ow, he lives like other folks,

-He takes his c *ping pint, he cracks his -jikes:-.

-s Live like y r felf," was loon my Lady's word;
And lo! two uddings fmok'd upon the board.

-Alleep'and naked. as an Indian lay,

An_honeft F aar dole a Gem away :

e pledg'd i ,t6-:the Knight ; the Knight had wit,

Si) kept the iamond, and the Rogue was bit:-

Sonre. Scru e cafe, but thus he wad his thought,

"I'll now give fix=penc where I gave a groat,.
q- Where once I went to church, now goiwiCe,.

" And am fo clear 'too, of all other Vise'

-.------

30
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The Tempter fasr his time; the work he 131y'

:Stocks and Subfcriiitions-:pOur onev'ry fidi;

And all the Amnon makes his full defcent,

In one abundant Show'r of Cent: per Cent.

Sinksdr..ep :within him and poireires whole,

Then dubs Direatr and fecurgs his Soul -

Behold Sir Balaam now4 a man of fpirit,

Afcribes his getting& to his parts and merit,

What late he call'd aBleffing* ; now was Wit,

And God's goodproyidence, a lucky Hit.

Things change their titlesasfour manners turn,
His Compting-houfe imploy'd the Sunday-morn;

Seldom at church,, ('twas fuck a bufy life)

But duly fent his family and wife.

There,(fo the Devl ordain'd) one Chriftmas=tide,

My gOod old Lady catch'd a cold, and dy'cr.',:

A. Nymph of Quality admires our Knight

He marries, bows at Court; and grows polite:

heaves the dull Cits, and joins (to pleafe the fail)

he well-bred Cuckolds in St. James's air:

Firit, for his fon a gay conuniflioniauys,

Who drinks, whores, fights, and-in a duel dies.
His
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His daughter flaunts a Vifcount's tawdry wife,

She bears a t.--onet and 13x for life.
In Britain's 'Senate he a Teat obtains,

And one more .PenfiOner St. Stephen gains.

4My Lady falls to Play : fo bad her chance,

He muff repair it ; takes a bribe from France ;

The Houfe impeach him, Co * by. harangues,

The Court forfakes him, and Sir 13alvm hangs:

Wife, fon, and daughter, Satan! are thy prize,
And fad Sir Salaam curies God and dies.

though his Dictionary of the English Language, published in two great folio volumes
in 1755, became a favorite authority almost at once and remained so for a hundred
years or more, At just about the same time there appeared a series of English
grammars, most of them based upon the grammatical system of Latin and _quite_
prescriptive in tone. Partly because of the influence of these writers and partly be-
cause of the intellectual tone of the century, the eighteenth century was a period of
consolidation.and settling down, falling between the extensive changes in grammar
and vocabulary of the preceding two centuries and the rapid growth of the English-
splaking world .during the nineteenth century, with its inevitable effects on vocab-
ulary, grammar, and pronunciation.

langliage is an excellent illustration of this 18th 'century desire for
stability. Very eatly in his career he set himself the goal of being "correct." By this
he seems to mean acrtuate and concise in language, tightly controlle in versification,
and tautly balanced in rhetoric. His satirical epistle Of the Use of Riches, An Epistle
!o the Right Honorable Allen Lord Bathurst was published in 1732. The selection
hey. presented in facsimilethe sad tale of the nouveau riche Sir Balaam occupies
the last part of the poem, lines 333-94. As a satire, it is in what Pope's contemporaries
would call a "low" style, with colioquialisms and slang in the diction and an easy
conversational syntax. It presents few problems to the modern reader, in spite of the
fact that it is over 200 years old. But even without such graphic clues as the long
and the in.ernal use of capitals, it bears the unmistakable marks of its period in its
language. Some of these will be brought out in the exercises to follow.

EXERCISES
(Numbers following citations refer to pas,: .:4 line of the facsimile.)

I. Vocabulary

1. Look up the following words in a good diction....i (the Oxford English Dictionary
if it is available) and find the meaning which seems nearest to what Pope here
intends. If the meaning is now obsolete, mark it Obi..

II
t,



1.

(18/3) chance (20/5)
bit (18/18)

(20/5)
wit

Play

(18/17l 19/9)
importing ( 17/footnote)

2. 'What is the modern form of Cent. per Cent.? How does the source of the term

explain Popes form?
3. List any words in the passage which you believe are now obsolete. Check your

judgment in an upto-date dictionary. 4

II. Grammar
1. What is Pope's form of the past particip of bite (18/18)? What is the pre-
ferred form today? Which is ales? Look up write in the Oxford English Dictionary

and see if its history is similar.
2. Comment on Pope's past tense form of catch (1f/16). How is the form caught
to be accounted for? Which is older' Which is standard todayor is there a free

choice?
3.,,What is the construction of a Viscount's tawdry ttfe (20/1)? What kind of verb
is -flaunts-in this sentence? Can it be used that way today?

. 4. Explain the ,grammar of The House impeach him (20/7). What is. modern
American and Pritishusage withTegard to the verb forms that go with nouns like
government, Co,ngress, administration, cabinet when they refer to political bodies?

III. Pronunciation
1. On the basis of the rimes of lines 18/1.2 and 18/3.6, what conjecture can we
make aBout Pope's pronunciation of poor? of sure? Are these pronunciations current

today?
2. What is Pope's pronunciation of folks (18/11)? Is this the currently accepted one?
What is the cognate German word and how is itpronounced?

3. Comment on the rimes of lines 17/17-18, 18/13.14, 18/19.20, 19/7-8, 19/11-12.

4. What pronunciation of devil. every, and thou er do the spelling and scansion of
lines 18/3, 19/2, and 19/4 indicate? Are these pronunciations standard today?

5. Pope regularly puts an apostrophe in past tense forms like l9ng'd, smok'd. What
is the significance of this for pronunciation? How does Pope's practice compare with

Shakespeare's?

1y. Graphici
1. What is the principal difference between Pope's use of capital letters and modern
practice? Can you find a rational system in his usage, or is it merely capricious?

2. How do the following spellings dif.er from the modern preferred forms:

/yes
Rotiz'd
Damon

(17/14)
(18/7)
(19/3)

Compting-house
imploy'd
dy'd

((119//1122))

(19/16)

If the Oxford Dictionary is available, check it to see if these spellings were standard

in Pope's day.
3. Compa tt,e manusc ipt with the printed text to determine the reference of the
abbreviations )e (17/13, 19/19) and y (18/5). The manuscript also has yt in one

of the versions of line 17/14. What is the explanation of these abbreviations? Arc

any of them used today?
4. What is the distribution of the two forms s and j in the printed text? Is the
practice of the manuscript the same as that of the printed version?

5. Compare the manuscript and the printed text with regard to other'spelling differ-
ences than those referred to 'n questions' 3 and 4. How are these variations to be
accounted for? What do you think may have been the..role of Pope's printer or
publisher in this regard? Would you expect to find as much, less, or more variation
in comparing Shakespeare's manuscript with the text? a modern writer's? What
conclusion can you come to about the history of standardized spelling in English?
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